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Abstract: Companies often see themselves as actors in a process of sustainable development that takes
place in society. With this self-conception comes the challenge to act in a socially responsible way.
The following paper presents a framework to integrate the concepts of Corporate Social Responsibility
and Human Resource Development to create an approach that can address this responsibility.
The concepts of Corporate Social Responsibility and Human Resource Development are linked
by the idea of lifelong learning, incorporating concepts and ideas from the field of education into
the framework, which makes it possible to examine the issue of promotion and social advancement
irrespective of an individual’s social background. The article lays a foundation for the framework by
describing the concepts named above and later on conceptualizes a three-part framework that helps
to analyse the development of entrepreneurial structures that enable social commitment through
company education. With this framework, an innovative approach to link a corporation’s social and
educational engagement for mutual benefit is given an applicable form, with the immanent potential
for the development of social sustainability. The research presented in this paper is purely theoretical
and its results offer a connection point for practical interventions.
Keywords: conceptual framework; corporate social responsibility; human resource development;
lifelong learning; theoretical discussion

1. Introduction
In recent years, a paradigm shift from a focus on hard financial based values, e.g., profitability,
towards a balance between them and soft values such as integrity, respect for employees and
sustainability has begun in companies, the economy and society. The implementation of social
values within the corporations is without alternative, since these are considered to be driving factors
of sustainable development. Even big enterprises can be confronted with existential threats when their
values are seen to be incoherent with society’s values [1] (p. 126). Especially large corporations have
gained the attention of media, governments and NGOs [2] (p. 745) since there is a growing sense of
public disapproval to non-sustainable business practices [3] (pp. 221f) [4] (p. 306). As a result, there is
increasing pressure on corporations to take issues of social responsibility into account, e.g., through
“adverse media coverage combined with public censure, critical publicity campaigns mounted by
non-governmental organisations, consumer boycotts, and the censorious reaction of governmental
bodies such as national governments” [5] (p. 4). The resulting need for social responsibility, or the
need to engage in social areas and to act socially responsible, has gained importance as an issue in
both the economic and educational sciences.
In the economic sciences, the rising pressure placed on companies by increasing public
expectations during the last decades has caused a discussion on the sustainable behaviour of companies,
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resulting for example in the sustainability concept of Elkington’s [1] Triple Bottom Line and, based on
this, the idea of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) [2,3]. These concepts are justified in general
by the changing role of the companies from being responsible solely for their own profit to being
responsible for society with a focus on social aspects of business activity. In the field of educational
sciences, on the other hand, education is understood as a social resource (e.g., [6,7]). The discipline is
closely connected to the idea of social justice by education, offering promotion prospects irrespective of
an individual’s social background. The concept of Lifelong Learning (LL) is indivisibly related to this
perspective with respect to its basic idea of the need as well as the right of individuals for education
in every phase of their life [6,8,9]. Within this context, the concept of Human Resource Development
(HRD), defined as the promotion of job-relevant knowledge, qualifications and competencies using
measures of further education [10], will be understood as a company’s design system for generating
education under the primacy of economical need. This primacy may be supplemented by the option
to provide education with emphasis on social responsibility.
Although there is research and literature on possible interdependencies between CSR and HRD, a
specific conceptual framework for the integration of CSR and HRD has not yet been established, even
though it is worth considering: the increased individual need for further education [11] offers a field of
action for CSR to promote, if addressed, the social engagement and, by this, the image of a corporation
on the one hand, and, because of the societal relevance of LL, the sustainable development of society
on the other hand. With the engagement of corporations beyond their own need for vocational training,
values can be generated: a new and trend-orientated field would expand the CSR activities. In personal
recruiting and employee branding, an additional aspect of attractiveness may be gained. Furthermore,
employees are offered the possibility to expand their own knowledge and competencies beyond their
direct professional activity, which might ideally result in increased career prospects. Thus, measures
for further education, which may have been rejected by financial considerations, might offer a new
value for corporations, considering aspects of social responsibility.
This paper aims to discuss the design of a conceptual framework which may be the basis of the
integration of CSR and HRD to create a social value to serve a company’s commitment for social
responsibility. Thereby, it will be shown how HRD may be modified to support the CSR engagement
of a company as well as how this CSR engagement can be used to support vocational educational
activities. The essential outcome of this paper will be a framework describing the integration of the
design systems CSR and HRD, with an emphasis on LL as the educational concept which transports
the targeted social value. Currently, there are no case studies dealing with a comparable concept. It is
therefore the aim of this contribution to develop a conceptual framework that is, on the one hand,
concrete enough to be generally applicable to pilot project, but, on the other hand, also abstract enough
to be adaptable in the future to a wide variety of branches and enterprises.
The subject of the following considerations is developed in a purely theoretical approach.
A literature review follows the Introduction. The first level of analysis will be a definition of the
relevant concepts of CSR, HRD and LL in Section 3. This step is essential, since there are very different
theories about the three concepts in research and practice. All three concepts must therefore be defined
precisely for the further discussion. Hereafter, the integration of the concepts will be discussed from
two perspectives. First, the normative integration seems necessary to emphasize the connection of
CSR and LL, which is essentially their social orientation. This commonality is the legitimation of their
theoretical integration on the one hand and basis for the conceptualisation of concrete educational
measures on the other hand, as shown in Section 4. Second, the functional level of the integration
is discussed to show how the concepts of CSR and HRD can interlink. This is the basis for the
framework, as shown in Section 5. As a result of the concretisation of the integration on the normative
and functional level, the discussion of possible values is possible, which is addressed in Section 6.
Essential result of the discussion will be a conceptual framework, which may be used as basis for
the implementation of the idea in a company. This framework has to be differentiated in three parts
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because of its complexity, as shown in Section 7. Hereafter, the paper is concluded with a discussion of
the essential outcomes and possible perspectives.
2. Literature Review
Recently, diverse research fields have been addressed in CSR, whereby the impact of CSR on
stakeholders has been examined, mostly in regards to customers or employees, as well as stakeholder
communication (e.g., [2,12]). Another field of research is the involvement of management in CSR and
sustainability activities and the examination of the role of management as success determinant for
CSR efforts (e.g., [13,14]). In addition, there is considerable evidence on the correlation of firm
performance and CSR activity, underlying the relevance of the concept for economic purposes
(e.g., [15–18]). Furthermore, there are vast quantities of literature on the driving factors of CSR
(e.g., [19–22]). In contrast, there is little literature on ways of management of the CSR-performance
link or of identified driving factors for CSR (e.g., [23–25]). Another desideratum is still the field of
evaluation of CSR measures in companies [26] (p. 83).
A significant problem when using the term Human Resource Development is the fact that the
concept has a different meaning in the Anglo-Saxon area than it has in Germany. While HRD in
Germany is different from personal, with respect to staff or job development, these terms are mostly
used synonymously in English literature. While the Anglo-Saxon understanding of HRD summarizes
personal development, professional education management and HRD in sense of designing vocational
education and training by the company, these terms are clearly separated in German vocational
educational theory and literature. More generally, it can be stated that an international oriented
discussion of HRD is difficult, because the term itself differs in definition depending on its interpretation
in the national context ([27] (p. 9), [28]). For this paper, HRD is discussed in the perspective and
definitions as company design system for vocational education (e.g., [11]).
There have been approaches to create frameworks for CSR in research. Recently, Baumgartner [29]
invented a framework to concretize corporate sustainability management on different levels of
corporate management. This approach considers a normative, strategic management and an
operational level. This classification could not be converted for this paper, since Baumgartner’s
framework has the purpose of the implementation of a concept, exploring, whether a conceptual
integration must define other perspectives. However, currently, there is no literature on the issue of
designing a framework for integration of CSR with other elements of the organizational company
structure for the advances of both fields, as it is done with CSR and HRD in this paper. A theoretical
approach, at least, on the integration of economic and educational sciences by the idea of social justice,
was discussed by Ketschau [7]. There, a normative basis to integrate concepts which are object of these
sciences, as CSR and HRD are, was derived, as a basis for conceptual considerations.
3. CSR, HRD and LL—The Relevant Concepts of the Framework
3.1. Corporate Social Responsibility
Nowadays, companies are challenged with the need to establish a more sustainable form of
capitalism, because paradigmatic shifts in economy and society caused the need for responsible
and sustainable acting [1,30]. To address these demands of society, sustainability aspects should
be implemented in business strategy [31] (p. 250), and competition pressure and issues of strategic
consolidation are intensifying these demands [2] (p. 745). Profit maximization and company growth are
no longer accepted by society to be the exclusive purpose and legitimation of a company. Consumers
increasingly demand an ethical as well as socially and environmentally responsible behaviour of the
enterprises ([12], [29] (p. 260), [32] (pp. 17f)). For the framework designed in this paper, the concept of
CSR has been chosen as a reference, but there are comparable ideas. Currently, manifold terms have
evolved in research and literature, addressing issues of sustainability or social responsibility from the
perspective of companies or business activity. Examples for this are corporate responsibility, corporate
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citizenship and corporate governance. In addition, related to the concept of CSR, but with a focus
on society as a whole, are the ideas of social sustainability and sustainable development. All of these
terms provide a theoretical background for CSR or are amendments or reformulations of the CSR
concept. The concept of CSR is adequate as element of integration with HRD for two reasons: (1) CSR
activities explicitly address social efforts, as it is the idea of its connection with LL; and (2) CSR is a
concept structurally located on the business level of a company, which also applies to HRD and which
is in consequence an essential aspect of practical use of a conceptual framework which attempts to
integrate both concepts.
The concept of CSR originated in the 1950s [33]. Since then, it has significantly evolved and caused
a variety of definitions, models and practices [33–35]. The results are different perspectives on CSR,
e.g., corporate philanthropy [36], integration of stakeholder perspectives [2,37] or broadly defined
CSR including environmental aspects, understanding CSR mainly as corporate sustainability [38].
The motives for implementing CSR range from ethical and almost altruistic reasons to the premise of
usefulness for business activities in good times [39] (p. 17). Baumgartner [29] (p. 261) states that there is
still no consensus on the term CSR. Thus, sometimes, the concept covers aspects of environmental and
social matters together, while other times it solely refers to social and societal aspects of sustainability. In
a close sense, CSR only covers the social bottom line of sustainability, while, in a wider understanding,
it is a concept to support the sustainable development of society by business activities [39] (p. 18).
The unclear, non-standardized concept of CSR makes its use for corporations even harder [5] (p. 4).
For this paper’s discussion, CSR is defined as the voluntary integration of social and
environmental interests in the business activities of the corporation with a focus on the corporation’s
stakeholder relations (see [40] p. 8). The integration should be based on self-commitment and an
investment. CSR ranges through the whole value chain [12] (p. 5). The definition of responsibility, in
sense of CSR, means the need to eliminate negative effects of business [41]. Since this is a defensive
approach, it lacks aspects for possibilities of corporations to contribute actively to goals of sustainable
development, and, only by proactive engagement, a real value for the company and for society can be
created [17]. By engaging in CSR activities, a company may improve its image, increase familiarity
and thereby will strengthen its competitiveness [3,31].
CSR considers two dimensions: an internal and an external action dimension. The internal
dimension includes in substance the dealing with employees, e.g., considering safety at work,
occupational health care, but also socially acceptable restructuring and social responsible acting
of employees and management. External matters relate to responsibility for the local communities and
external stakeholders such as business partners, consumers, suppliers and customers. This includes,
among others, protection of environment, support of human rights and support of the social community
([12] (p. 5), [40]). It will be shown that the proposed framework addresses both dimensions.
Integration of CSR in corporations is a strategic consideration. Innovative marketing strategies
should integrate environmental and social engagement with competitive advantages ([42–45], [29]
(p. 263)). Corporate management must consider both stakeholder requirements and the effectiveness
of business processes [29] (p. 260). Different interdependent roles, functions and positions of social
responsibility and sustainable development should be addressed in different operational contexts,
e.g., in which way does the corporation have positive and negative effects on the social and cultural
development of their locations or how should environmental and other issues be treated [12] (pp. 36f).
Classical business strategies have a focus on economic value creation. In this case, sustainability and
CSR are not integrated and social and environmental demands are only considered according to legal
regulations. Often it is the case that sustainability and CSR are implemented as a kind of sub-strategy
to consider the demands of specific stakeholder groups, which is determined by availability of special
resources and is a reaction to the external influences of those stakeholders. Ideally, the business
strategy of a corporation is adapted for all stakeholders. Needs and demands of corresponding
groups may be regarded by media or other information channels, market research or by stakeholder
dialogue [36,46] (see above). Different groups of stakeholders have different demands on socially
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responsible behaviour of corporations and differences might even be found within the same interest
group [5] (p. 15). Consequently, the framework must consider both its integration in corporate strategy
and culture and the diversity of its addressees.
3.2. Human Resource Development
In a knowledge-based society, staff is the most important competitive factor of a company [47]
(p. 786), so it has not only to be managed, but future-oriented developed. This demands a long-term
perspective, considering both the interests of the employees and the company. Requirements
and implications of human resource management measures should be considered according to
their impact on employees. This is necessary since a rising pressure for competitiveness and
flexibility, caused by globalization and demographic change, demand new strategies for employee
recruitment and employee branding. The claims of employees towards potential employers have
changed. Employees do not exclusively focus on tangible incentives but also on non-tangible
and social incentives as equality of opportunity, participation, opportunities for advancement and
self-realization. Furthermore, social and environmental values and behaviours of the corporations are
considered [48] (p. 183).
In this context, HRD plays an important role for companies for efficient use of human capital and
employee branding. In the broadest sense, HRD is the concept of designing and managing vocational
education and advanced training, as well as beyond reaching processes of qualification and education.
These processes may take place in companies, or companies may induce them or be responsible for
them [11] (pp. 1f). In the light of LL, vocational advanced training has gained relevance in relation to
vocational education ([49] (pp. 295ff), [50] (p. 17)). Especially the education processes and measures,
which are beyond the immediate use for working activities, are interesting and should be considered
in context of CSR, since CSR related measures must not be reduced to learning for increased work
efficiency. For a further clear definition of the concept, three assumptions of Frank [51] should be
considered, for—despite their relative age—they are still relevant in most understandings of HRD:
(a) HRD is founded on theories of adult education and focused on creating adequate circumstances
in which adults can learn, and is thereby theoretically separated from theories of child pedagogics;
(b) the objective of HRD is the improvement of working performance, not this of the employees’
health or social relations; and (c) HRD is a concept relying on processes of change, and consequently
reflects theories of change and organization on individuals. While Assumption (c) is not relevant
for the integration of CSR and HRD, the first two assumptions must be considered. Assumption (a)
should be accepted in the formulated way, because HRD is, for the involved actors (which, besides
the learners, are the companies, trainers and pedagogues), not capable of providing other than adult
education, since all theoretical founding and structures are based on this assumption. In contrast,
Assumption (b) must not be understood as the restriction of learning contents to the immediate
learning place and working qualification, this would undermine any potential of HRD for CSR issues.
However, all activities may indeed be work related in a broader sense, if there is the assumption that
the development of personality is also achieved by improving work related competencies and vice
versa, which is a paradigm for vocational and business education (e.g., [52] pp. 12ff).
Headline goal of HRD is the impartation of a holistic vocational action competence as well as
self-reflexive competence, which is to be guided by pedagogues ([50] (pp. 20ff), [53] (pp. 60f)). For this
purpose, HRD integrates elements of vocational and business education, staff development and
organisational development. Especially staff and organizational development should be understood as
non-reactive, anticipative and design-oriented approach to meet the needs of the working environment,
which is influenced by demographic and social change (see [54] (pp. 16ff), [55] (pp. 5ff)).
Professional educational management is superordinated to HRD, and has the task to guide and
control HRD. Consequently, it also plays an important role in the integration of HRD and CSR in a
company. Educational management should plan, design, realize and evaluate the framework as well
as the content of HRD and should connect it with corporate culture and strategic goals. It furthermore
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defines goals for education and qualification according to the needs of the company and considering
determinants of the company’s environment, including legal, technological and environmental
circumstances ([11] (p. 27), [56] (pp. 37ff)). According to Diesner [56] (pp. 45f), there are several core
aspects of professional educational management. For one, education has a focus on the self, and socially
responsible acting of an individual, which must acquire the necessary knowledge, skills and values.
At the same time, the orientation on self and social responsibility substantiates the ethical-normative
dimension of professional educational management, as well as a direct connection to the individual
as reference for each activity. It furthermore implicates the necessity for holistic, integrative acting
and thinking. Because professional educational management is a task for management, it is also
directly related to the company and the company goals. The key objective of professional educational
management is thereby the connection and synchronization of individual acting competencies on the
one side and corporate culture, corporate goals and organizational structure on the other side [57].
For the integration of both design systems HRD and CSR, professional educational management
inherits an essential role. Organizationally and normatively, CSR, sustainability commitment and
vocational education are guided by and interlinked (if an integration is established) at the strategic
management level of the organization. As far as professional educational management is the integration
between HRD and strategic corporate management, as described above, it will also be considered in
the conceptual framework.
The company as a learning location is undergoing a process of differentiation and pluralization.
A learning location in this context is defined as spatial coherent unit, covering all kinds of learning
processes. Learning places are differentiated by their educational function and the organizational
conditions [11] (p. 57). External centres of education and competence acquisition have complemented
company-internal locations and concepts. Internal concepts have been developed and improved, e.g.,
quality circles, learning islands, learning offices and other working place related learning locations.
A strong differentiation becomes obvious by the foundation, with respect to implementation of
vocational education and training associations and networks, which are a systematic cooperation
including company learning locations, inter- and supra-company learning locations and public learning
locations ([11] (p. 53), [58] (p. 47)). For an integration of CSR and HRD it is essential to identify those
learning places, which are useful for social responsibility activities. The working place is a learning
location itself, as far as working organisation and tasks are designed to have a potential for learning [11]
(pp. 57f). Because of this close relation and dependence on working tasks, learning on the working
place is only learning to increase working efficiency and is therefore not considered to offer potential
for social engagement.
The integration of company internal learning locations with external learning locations is called
learning location cooperation in associations. It includes the (mostly) systematic cooperative educational
work between the company and schools or other learning places above company level even outside the
vocational education, such as theatres, libraries, museums or education service providers [11] (pp. 60f).
For this, it has a potential for activities of LL [59] (pp. 29f). Furthermore, if it is disconnected from the
working place, it may provide best possibilities for a use in the integration of HRD a CSR, especially
for the potentially wide range of education and training contents and measures. Beyond learning
location cooperation in associations is the development of vocational educational and training networks.
Those are determined by systematic interconnectedness, self-organization and self-controlling. Included
learning locations are institutionally definite. Participants and their learning locations are linked and
related to each other. Because of these characteristics, in comparison to associations, networks are
more flexible. In the case of inclusion or omission of members, they can adapt their structures on
new constellations ([11] (p. 68), [60]). Vocational educational and training networks may be utilized
for CSR purposes, as far as related concepts, guidelines and activities are purposefully implemented.
The self-regulation organs of the network should be included in conceptualization and implementation
of education measures to prevent misunderstanding and divergent engagement. If this is considered,
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vocational educational and training networks may have a high potential for CSR related activities—not
only for the initiating company but also for other partners of the network.
3.3. Lifelong Learning
LL is the last of the relevant concepts. Education is essential for sustainable development and the
achievement of the related necessary paradigm shift [61]. Especially lifelong education, and thereby
LL, is needed to meet the challenges that derive from demographic change and globalization [62]. As
Halimi states “Education is certainly the best way to build the new world we need so urgently, a lifelong
education to meet the challenges of our globalised world. The task is certainly not easy, but it is not
beyond our reach” [62] (p. 320). Currently, western societies are on the way towards an age of knowledge,
forcing individuals to change their behaviour to adapt to this process and to overcome old action patterns.
This transformation towards a knowledge based economy and society may only be successful with a
focus on the idea and concept of LL, which is no longer one aspect of education among others, but
a fundamental principle and basis for supply and demand in all areas of education and all learning
contexts [9] (p. 4). Objectives have been formulated which are reasoning for the society’s need for LL as
well as fundamental principles for its implementation in the societal system. Thus, LL serves the purpose
of building an integrative society, were offers for general and vocational education are primary oriented
on the individuals’ needs and interests. General and vocational education should be organized to allow
people to participate and to plan their learning, and to plan by themselves how to connect learning,
family and work. Furthermore, higher education and qualification levels should be reached among all
educational areas to ensure high quality education. This should ensure at the same time an adequate
development of knowledge and skills of people regarding the continuously changing requirements of
working places, activities and labour organization. As another result, it should encourage and enable
individuals to participate actively in all areas of modern public life, especially in social and political life
at all levels of community. A strong social idea beyond the pure utilization of education for economic
purposes, which is a basic idea for LL and vocational education, is obvious. To achieve the societal goals
connected to LL, an interaction of all central actors and a common consciousness of responsibility towards
society are necessary. These actors are government institutions, regional and communal authorities, social
partners, citizens themselves and, most relevant for this paper, economy and all operators in general and
vocational education, among them corporations [9] (pp. 5f).
Definitions and practices of LL remain varied and controversial according to their national context
and the intended purpose ([6] (p. 1), [9] (p. 9)). Most definitions are informal, pragmatic and oriented on
concrete measures or projects, and are not able to provide clarification of the term [63] (p. 15). A neutral,
ahistorical and relatively indifferent definition is given by Jarvis [64] (p. 1): LL is “the combination
of processes throughout a lifetime whereby the whole person ( . . . ) experiences social situations,
the perceived content of which is then transformed cognitively, emotively or practically ( . . . ) and
integrated into the individual person‘s biography, resulting in a continually changing (or more
experienced) person.” This definition is practicable for this paper, but must be expanded by an
understanding of the relevance of contextual environments since it has been shown that biographies
are essentially influenced through experiencing the gendered, classed and racialized social situations
of individuals ([6] (p. 2), [65,66]).
LL is one of the most relevant social and educational complexities of this century. This relevance is
the social momentum to be adapted by the conceptual framework, because it is the primary rationale of
its utility. Thus, it is a basic political aspiration of the European Union (EU) that all individuals should
be granted the same possibilities to adapt to the current social and economic changes. Consequently,
the EU has formulated the following goals for a comprehensive and coherent strategy on LL [9]
(pp. 4f). Goal (a) is the guarantee of a comprehensive and permanent access to learning possibilities, to
give individuals the chance to acquire and update qualifications, which are needed for sustainable
participation in the knowledge society. Goal (b) is the striking increase of investments in human
resources, since human capital is Europe’s most important form of capital and its optimal use is without
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alternatives. Goal (c) is the development of effective learning and teaching methods as well as learning
and teaching contexts for lifelong and lifewide learning. Goal (d) is the significant enhancement
of methods for evaluation of learning participation and learning outcomes, especially regarding to
informal and non-formal learning, which are both essential for LL. Goal (e) is the guarantee of an
improvement of access to information and guidance on learning possibilities in Europe throughout
the whole life for everyone. Finally, Goal (f) demands the creation of possibilities of LL close to the
learners, geographically as well as by using IT-based methods. For the argumentation of this paper
some of the goals are directly relevant. Thus, in Goal (a), the connection to the issue of social justice
becomes obvious, for this goal demands the capability to learn by giving access to adequate learning
possibilities for everyone as an object of LL. Furthermore, the demand on investment in Goal (b) is an
issue of HRD, which is addressed in this paper, and may be, as introductorily explained, an aspect of
the framework. In addition, Goal (f) will be an essential objective of the framework and an element of
the related HRD measures.
4. Integration of CSR and LL
After the definition of the relevant concepts, their integration has to be discussed to provide
their logical connection beyond a simple explanation of aspects. At first, the normative level of
integration of the concepts is discussed to provide the theoretical basis for the framework. The idea
behind the integration of CSR and LL is the development of educational measures, which have the
potential to create a value for the CSR engagement of the company on the one side and which consider
educational needs of the addressed stakeholders on the other side. These measures are labelled as
CSR-Lifelong-Learning-Measures (CLM).
As already explained, LL aims on the individual needs and interests for education. Furthermore,
it should be oriented on an adequate development of knowledge and skills of people regarding the
continuously changing requirements of working places [9]. By these assumptions, the connection
to vocational education in general and to HRD, which is also addressing requirements of working
environments, becomes obvious. Furthermore, a strong social idea beyond the pure utilization of
education for economic purposes, which is a premise of both LL and vocational pedagogics, is essential
for this paper.
LL includes every learning activity that addresses the improvement of knowledge, skills or
competencies among the whole lifespan. This furthermore subsumes activities that are referred
to as professional qualification, with respect to vocational education and training, and activities
that are related to a broader perspective of the individual’s personal, civic or social development.
These activities may be formal, non-formal or informal [9]. This definition offers on the one side
the fact, that all measures related to CSR should not only address a specific phase of an employee’s
employment, such as the training or vocational education at the beginning, but should address his
lifespan as far as this is meaningful by the possibilities of HRD, even the time before or after an
employment. Secondly, it contains no restrictions concerning the content of possible measures, leaving
this open, again, to the possibilities of HRD. Thirdly, the same can be stated for the kind or methods of
possible measures, since there is no theoretical restriction by the concept of LL either. For the design
of educational measures in context of CSR, this implicates that not only current employees may be
addressed but also former employees in retirement. These may be supported and educated with
respect to their phase of life in a social background. Furthermore, combined measures, including
employees in different phases of life, may induce an intergenerational experience exchange that might
support the development of individual competencies and the company as organization. Regarding the
areas of learning, which may be addressed by CLM, aspects are also defined (e.g., [9]). Thus, contents
should be in general useful to improve the inter-gender equality of opportunities, the socially just
access to learning opportunities, and the individual opportunities in life.
For the concept and success of LL, voluntariness and self-motivation is essential [67]. This excludes
the commitment of employees by the employer for advanced training to improve their work
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performance. In other words, activities of vocational education or advanced training related to
the working place must not be declared as measures of CSR. However, it can be accepted that CSR
related measures of HRD have a positive effect on work performance, even if this is not their intention,
and the participation is voluntary.
As already described, several goals for a strategy of implementation of LL in the society have
been formulated [9]. Among these, some are of relevance for the integration of CSR and LL by HRD.
First, the claimed guarantee of a comprehensive and permanent access to learning possibilities to
give individuals the chance to acquire and update qualifications, which they need for sustainable
participation in the knowledge society, is closely related to the idea of social sustainability. Second, the
demanded increase of human resources investments is addressed by the CSR related activity, and so
investment in HRD is an effect of the activities this conceptual framework implies. Thereby, a societal
demand is directly addressed, increasing the CSR value. Third, the creation of possibilities of LL near
the learners, geographically as well as by using IT-based methods, can be addressed by the approach
of integration CSR and HRD. Consequently, it should be procured that the amount for employees or
other stakeholders in participating in learning activities is minimized.
The normative connection of LL and sustainability is the main reason for the use of LL as
specific aspect of education. To optimize the impact of measures and activities of HRD on the social
responsibility engagement of a company, stakeholders in all phases of life should be addressed, which
means all relevant ages, levels of experience and social backgrounds. This may be achieved by using
an educational concept covering these dimensions broadly as well. Thus, the concept of LL must be
the normative educational basis for the integration of CSR and HRD and the development of related
activities and CLM.
Against the background of social responsibility, the addressed stakeholders of CLM should be
such of relatively educationally disadvantaged classes. Thereby, capabilities of education, and, by this,
chances of social advancement are provided for those individuals that are in need for these and may
be otherwise disadvantaged. This is also in consensus with the objectives of LL.
5. Integration of CSR and HRD
After the normative level, the functional level of the integration is discussed to show the links
between the concepts of CSR and HRD, and to prepare the derivation of the framework itself.
As described, CSR considers both a company’s internal and a company’s external action
dimension. The internal dimension relates to the employees, whereas the external dimension considers
external stakeholders [12]. The framework addresses primarily the internal dimension, since HRD
is a concept regarding employee education and training. However, additionally, the external action
dimension is addressed by considering, e.g., former employees or support of vocational education
in underdeveloped countries. In this context, the HRD potential of western corporations, related to
expertise, structures and resources, may be used to improve vocational education in countries of the
third world or the BRICS states, to help to implement western quality standards in education. In these
cases, different circumstances for educational work should be considered and the understanding of
HRD must be expanded. Efforts and value for each company should be analysed differently for each
dimension, taking into consideration that the negative impact on the external environment might
strongly differ according to the branch.
For CSR, the identification of risks, opportunities and obligations regarding sustainability is
essential (Baumgartner 2014). Stakeholder communication is an adequate concept for this necessity,
since this seems to be without alternative to solve the rising demand of information and to synchronize
the CSR activities with the stakeholder demands [2,12]. This is handled by implementation and
institutionalisation of CSR accountability and reporting, and is also essential for the integration of
HRD, since HRD has conceptually not the possibilities to holistically analyse stakeholder needs.
However, it may provide support for this task as far as educational activities and needs are concerned,
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especially because an analysis of educational requirements, which is needed for designing educational
measures with and without social responsibility background, should be done by pedagogues.
The concept of HRD subsumes the design and management of measures of vocational education,
advanced training and beyond reaching processes of qualification and education which are in
responsibility of the company [11]. Especially advanced training is gaining in importance correlated
to the increasing importance of LL (e.g., [49]). For CSR purposes, with respect to purposes of social
responsibility and sustainability, education processes and measures which are beyond the immediate
use for working activities are interesting, because CSR related measures must not include measures for
direct and simple increase of workplace efficiency of an employee.
For the integration of CSR and HRD, two basic assumptions of HRD must be considered: (a) the
founding of HRD on theories of adult education with the focus on creating an adequate environment for
adult learning, which separates HRD from theories of child pedagogics; and (b) the primary purpose of
HRD, which is the increase of an employee’s working performance. In contrast, the classical objective of
HRD is not the improvement of an employee’s health or social relations [51]. Those assumptions seem
to restrict the integration of HRD and CSR, because this theoretical foundation excludes those elements
which seem to be relevant for social responsibility. A conceptual integration may be constructed,
although, without the simple ignorance of these foundations, since this would mean an ignorance of
essential HRD foundation. This means that all related CLM must address adults and adult learning
in a vocational context, at least in a wider sense. This assumes that the development of personality
is also achieved by improving work related competencies and vice versa (e.g., [52]). Consequently, it
must be considered that the original focus of HRD on vocational and professional issues has at least
to be expanded by issues of general education, for example knowledge and competencies related to
foreign languages, IT and data handling, cultural education or equal fields of education, which are not
immediately related to the working place. The working place relevance of different fields of general
education, of course, depends on the specific working place. In the sense of this paper, these fields
should be considered, which are not directly related to the working places of an employee. For example,
economical knowledge is important for all professions with commercial background, whilst professions
with a handcraft background do not need economic knowledge in the same depth.
The discussion of HRD in the perspective of conceptual integration must include professional
educational management, which is the superordinated organizational element and should guide
and control HRD and the CLM activities. Professional educational management defines objectives
for education and qualification due to HRD according to the corporate strategy and culture under
consideration of company internal and external determinants (e.g., [11]). This integration function
defines the essential role of professional educational management for this paper, because the
organizational point of contact between CSR and HRD is at the company management level. Thereby,
the normative commonality is the fact that both company sub-systems, i.e., CSR and HRD, are
determined by the company strategy and culture, and the related common standards, which are
applicable for both subsystems. For the conceptual framework developed in this paper, this regular
contact point must be complemented by a direct integration between the two design systems.
To summarize the relevance of learning locations for the effective design of CSR related measures
by HRD and to expand these considerations, it has to be stated again that the differentiation of
learning locations by their educational function and organizational conditions (e.g., [11]) is essential
to identifying those kinds of locations that might be effectively used for activities with a socially
responsible background. For this purpose, both company internal and external learning locations
should be considered. Beyond the education and training completely placed within the company, the
inclusion of company external learning locations can be divided into two categories (e.g., [11]). Firstly,
learning location cooperation in associations is the systematic or unsystematic linking of company
internal learning locations with external learning locations in issues of cooperative educational work.
For its disconnection from the immediate working place this may already provide better possibilities
for educational measures related to aspects of social responsibility than learning exclusively in the
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company does, especially by the potentially wide range of possible cooperation partners for the
company, which may be outside the area of vocational education, such as museums or education
service providers. Furthermore, determined by this variety the learning location cooperation in
associations has a potential for activities of LL [59]. The second form of inclusion of company external
learning locations is the development of vocational educational and training networks. In contrast to
the first form, this is determined by systematic interconnectedness, self-organization, self-controlling,
and institutionally definite learning locations (e.g., [11,60]). As vocational educational and training
networks offer a high potential for HRD activities by efficient and flexible use of a wide range of
educational resources among a variety of partners, the same can (in logical deduction) be stated for
their potential for educational measures with social responsibility background, because these very
same conceptually determined benefits may come into effect. The utilization of those networks for
social responsible activities need the implementation of social sustainability concepts and related
guidelines. All partners and the self-regulation organs, which are part of the networks, should be
included in conceptualization and implementation of CLM, otherwise misunderstandings and a
divergent engagement might occur and endanger a successful implementation.
6. Benefits of the Integration of the Concepts of CSR and HRD
Out of the perspective of HRD, the created value may be the sponsoring of educational measures
beyond the immediate working place requirements, which will result in educational work with a
broader focus. To better understand this, the values of both design systems must be understood as
their products offered to the company on the one side and to society on the other side. For CSR, these
products are the improvement of the image for the company, resulting in higher competitiveness
(e.g., [12]), and a contribution to the sustainable development of the company and, by this, of the
society (e.g., [1]). For HRD these products are the qualification of employees for work (e.g., [50]) for
the company and the increase of level of education for the society. An integration of both design
systems now means mostly an increase of the societal outcome of HRD, which is education, and
an increased outcome of value for CSR in both perspectives due to the acquirement of new fields
of action with relatively low initial investments as far as the necessary structures are already given
due to an existing HRD structure in the company. Besides these values for CSR and HRD areas, an
additional value will be created for Human Resources in relation to employee branding. This area
is confronted with changing values in society, shifting towards a subject orientation with a focus on
individual development. Their own preferences, interests and ways of life guide actual and potential
employees. The formerly obvious borders between working and private life are vanishing ([57], [68]
(p. 91), [69] (pp. 94f)). This results in the employees claim for participation, self-responsible acting and
opportunities for self-realisation [57]. For the competition on qualified and suitable staff, the so-called
“War for Talents”, companies should consider these demands [70] (p. 60). A focus of vocational
training on aspects of qualification and working efficiency improvement is not adequate to face these
circumstances. For the issue of working place qualification must not be part of educational measures
used for CSR activities, HRD is able to provide the needed educational measures with a focus on
self-development, which might be a factor of attractiveness in employee recruiting and branding
besides the purpose of social engagement.
To conclude the main assumptions, it can be stated that HRD is necessary to utilize educational
measures for CSR activities for two reasons: (a) educational measures should be planned, realised and
evaluated by professional pedagogues, with respect to an institutionalized pedagogical element in the
company, which is HRD; and (b) the concept of LL also needs to be implemented with pedagogical
expertise because of its relative complexity, as far as it is utilized for CSR issues.
7. Conceptual Framework for Integration of CSR and HRD
Based on the synopsis of the concepts and the derived theoretical integration, the conceptual
framework for the integration of LL in the CSR activities of the company will be designed.
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The integration of the concepts is assumed to be too complex to be reflected in a single framework, so
the conceptual framework will be divided in three parts: frameworks for the integration of CSR and
LL by HRD will be developed for the company internal and company external perspective, specified
by different focuses according to the specific challenges of company internal and company external
systems and environments. With these two frameworks describing structural relations, as a third step,
a process framework is designed to explain the processes of implementation, planning, realisation,
evaluating and controlling the integration of LL in CSR activities and the integration between HRD
and CSR.
7.1. Company Internal Structural Framework

Strategic Management

The following framework (Figure 1) explains the conceptual implementation of the integration in
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in the CLM, which can create a value for CSR. Furthermore, LL provides theoretical background for
HRD when conceptualizing the CLM. CSR and HRD are both responsible for the CLM, conceptualized
to use LL in educational activities for CSR purposes. Both elements address different functions
regarding the measures. HRD is responsible for conceptualizing the CLM considering didactical and
methodological aspects of vocational education and advanced training. Furthermore, it must realise,
control and evaluate the CLM. CSR will be responsible for consideration of stakeholder demands in
the conceptualization of the measure, as well as for the definition of the target group, which should be
addressed by the measure. In addition, the communication of the activities to the stakeholder and the
public to receive the intended image reputation, are a task of CSR. The development of contents for
the measure should be done in cooperation with both CSR and HRD, because, for this, an analysis of
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elements, which are not CSR or HRD, to describe relations and activities which are dependent on the
superordinated elements of HRD and CSR in the company system, and relations between CSR and
HRD towards other design systems and company elements in the same corporation. The elements
of CSR and HRD are understood according to the definitions in this paper, and so is the element
CLM. Employees as a framework element subsumes all employees of the regarding company that
are potential target groups for the designed CLM. Thus, as far as employees are treated like internal
stakeholders of the company in the context of this framework, the element of external target groups
subsumes all external stakeholders, which are a potential target group as well. The element of society
is a construct for the sum of all members of the society system the corporation is embedded in. A closer
definition of this depends on the societal environment a specific company is effecting with its activities
and which is the environment that contains the company’s stakeholders. Further elements of the
relevant company external environment are the possible partners for measures. These are divided
in business partners, an element subsuming other companies that are also interested in CLM; and
non-business partners, which are NGOs and GOs.
As illustrated, society is demanding sustainable and responsible behaviour from the corporations
and has built up pressure to force these demands. As a reaction, companies implement CSR elements
in their structures. Thereby, CSR becomes part of the company with reliability to the executive
management of the company.
Towards the employees and the external target groups, CSR has different relations and functions.
It should analyse the demands of these stakeholders and the impact the companies‘ business activities
cause on them. Furthermore, CSR is responsible for the communication towards them. For both
groups of stakeholders, a prioritization must be done based on this, identifying those stakeholders
which might be addressed most efficiently and effective by the CLM. Especially in the field of external
stakeholders, the relevant target groups should be identified and evaluated. Furthermore, it seems
inadequate to subsume employees and external target groups in a single element in the framework for
four reasons: (1) It is assumed that both groups should be addressed by different measures, because
related to the kind of external stakeholder the contents and issues of CLM should address another
level of knowledge and other demands as these for addressing employees, who are all working adults,
which external stakeholders do not have to be. (2) The effort to realize efficient CLM might differ
between the target groups, because the employees are already bound to the company’s structures, so
the addressing of external stakeholders is a later step depending on the company’s resources. (3) It is
assumed that the communication with external stakeholders must use other methods than this towards
employees, which might be reached relatively easy by company internal communication channels.
(4) Identifying relevant target groups will be of less effort in the case of employees, since the related
group is much smaller and more homogenous than the set of external stakeholders, of which the
external target group must be derived. Both stakeholder groups have in common, that they are part
of society. Therefore, principally both are sharing society’s demands towards the companies, and
a positive impact on the group results in a positive impact on society, which also can be stated for
negative impacts.
HRD is the other relevant company element in the framework. The integration of CSR and HRD
is the approach of this paper and is defined according to the company internal framework. Both CSR
and HRD are part of the company and both are responsible for the measures related to the integration.
The CLM themselves are realised to address the employees or external target groups. Through
cooperation with external partners, the possibilities of measures may be expanded using additional
educational resources and structures. In the case of business partners, all functions of CSR and HRD
according to the CLM may be performed together with the partner, or they might be shared between
the partners. Non-business partners are any kind of adequate governmental or non-governmental
organization. The sharing of functions regarding the CLM may not be an adequate approach in the
case of non-business partners, if these partners are not familiar with business activities or business
environment. For cooperation with non-business partners, the development of additional educational
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possibilities will be the focus of cooperation, since, in the case of business partners, the sharing of
functions and effort regarding the realisation of CLM might be essential. In both cases, partners
will influence the measures and will create own value by their realisation. In the case of vocational
educational and training networks, the implementation of shared concepts and guidelines regarding
social responsibility and a shared understanding of the intention and objectives of the CLM is also
necessary, since otherwise efficient cooperation might be jeopardized, caused by misunderstandings or
contrary objectives of the partners.
7.3. Process Framework
The last framework (Figure 3) will illustrate the process of implementation of a measure from
the
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For this purpose, both CSR and HRD should be involved because stakeholder related issues are
touched, which is the responsibility of CSR, as well as questions of the parameters of the CLM,
which is the responsibility of HRD. The next step of design of the measure is exclusively the
responsibility of HRD. Thereby, the measure is developed in detail considering vocational,
pedagogical and didactical aspects on the one side, and, for the specific purposes of this approach,
aspects of LL on the other side. The phase of realization defines the application of the measure with
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For this purpose, both CSR and HRD should be involved because stakeholder related issues are
touched, which is the responsibility of CSR, as well as questions of the parameters of the CLM, which
is the responsibility of HRD. The next step of design of the measure is exclusively the responsibility of
HRD. Thereby, the measure is developed in detail considering vocational, pedagogical and didactical
aspects on the one side, and, for the specific purposes of this approach, aspects of LL on the other
side. The phase of realization defines the application of the measure with the targeted stakeholders,
done by the chosen company internal or external teachers or lecturers, which locates this step in
the responsibility of HRD. This is followed by evaluation, which subsumes two aspects. The first is
the educational effectiveness, which is related to educational controlling in responsibility of HRD.
The second aspect is the evaluation of the impact on the stakeholders out of the perspective of CSR,
and thereby the impact on the company’s reputation and sustainability development efforts. By this
evaluation, the outcome of the measure may be identified, implicating insights on the purposefulness
of the measure regarding the CSR and HRD value creation. In addition, as far as the measure is
repeated and implemented long-term, potential for improvement must be identified.
By the definition of the last of the three frameworks, the design of the conceptual framework is
completed. This furthermore completes the design of the approach to integrate CSR and HRD.
8. Discussion and Conclusions
CSR has been defined as design system with the function of implementing sustainable
development in companies to adapt the company to the paradigm change predicted by
Elkington [1], and to keep the company thereby competitive by responding to the related claims
of stakeholders [3,4,12]. In many publications, a business-centred view on CSR can be identified
(e.g., [29,71]). One of the key arguments still is the increase of competitiveness and thereby of profits.
Although this is an important issue for companies, it must be stated that this fixation on issues of
company performance does not comply with the idea of sustainability and sustainable development.
The design system of HRD has been defined as concept of designing and managing vocational
education and advanced training, as well as beyond reaching processes of qualification and
education [11]. The explanations are essentially oriented on the HRD concept of Dehnbostel, which is
reasoned by the fact that this is the only theoretically comprehensive approach covering all aspects
of HRD. Other concepts are reduced to didactical or methodological considerations; or have a focus
on economic aspects of HRD, which is inadequate for this paper because a focus on an increase of
working efficiency and qualification is not in the expedient of CLM. The concept of LL is defined as all
aspects of learning during an individual’s life that improve “knowledge, skills and competence and is
within a personal, civic, social and/or employment related perspective” [9].
The synopsis of these concepts results in the development of aspects and considerations, which
are underlying and defining the integration of CSR with LL. Thereby, the paper offers a comprehensive
approach for the integration of the relevant design systems, concepts and theories. With this integration
defined, the conceptual framework offers a guideline for the implementation of the integration and the
design of related measures in a company, providing three related frameworks. The first framework
describes the conceptual implementation of the integration, describing the relevant relations and
interdependencies of the company elements and the concepts relevant for the conceptual framework.
The second framework describes company environmental relations and dependencies, considering
the different functions of HRD and CSR in this context. The third framework defines the process of
implementation of a measure from the preliminary analysis to the outcome.
The benefits from the integration of the company’s organizational elements of CSR and HRD
are results of synergistic effects and the related specific value creation. Synergies are mainly caused
by the shared use of resources and structures of both design systems CSR and HRD according to
their functions regarding CLM. Values are defined as the products of CSR and HRD valuable for the
company and the society. The products of CSR are the increase of competitiveness of the company
due to improved reputation [12] and the promotion of sustainable development as a benefit for
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society [1]. The products of HRD are, for the company, the qualification of employees (e.g., [50])
and, for society, a contribution to education. An integration of both design systems now means
mostly an increase of the societal outcome of HRD, which is education, and an increased outcome of
value for CSR in both perspectives due to the acquirement of new fields of action with relatively low
initial investments for the necessary structures are already given by HRD. Since education is gaining
importance in a knowledge based society (e.g., [9]), CSR becomes capable of a new field of activities,
which for it societal relevance offers possibilities for improvement of reputation and contribution
to the sustainable development of society. HRD might additionally benefit of the possibilities to
implement educational measures beyond the immediate working place requirements, resulting in a
higher variety of educational work and educational contents in HRD activities. This value creation is by
now considered complementary with no contrary side effects, for the addressing of LL suits purposes
of both CSR and HRD as afore-mentioned. Contrary objectives of both design systems in this context
have not been identified so far. Besides the consideration of CSR and HRD, the capabilities of employee
branding might also benefit from the proposed integration. An expansion of vocational training and
further education on contents not directly related to qualification and working efficiency improvement
may attract employees as well as possible employees by offering opportunities of self-realisation,
which have gained in importance in society (e.g., [57]). The linking of company education and CSR
also offers opportunities from the perspective of vocational education and training. Through the
possibility to offer educational measures beyond the immediate operational necessity, such content can
be addressed, which primarily serves the personality development and not the professional efficiency.
This allows the emphasis on aspects of emancipation and maturity. The question of “why” is perhaps
easier to implement in a CLM than in a measure, which, for the sake of competency development,
must have the content of “what” and “how”.
These benefits can be achieved by integration of the company elements CSR and HRD. This is
generally done by a cooperation of both elements to design and realise CLM. The integration must
be implemented directly between the both design systems on the field specific management level of
the company, supported by the strategic management level and based on the theoretical-normative
foundation mentioned above. A less holistic, isolated integration inherits the risk of only short termed
and punctual cooperation, which is not in the sense of sustainable development. The measures must be
stakeholder specific and may be implemented in cooperation with business or non-business partners,
to expand the possibilities of educational resources, which might be necessary considering the wide
field of contents LL indicates. The integration of both elements is based on shared functions regarding
the CLM, which are according to the process of implementation of the measure performed by both
CSR and HRD or are solely the responsibility of one design-system.
Even though the conceptual framework is adequate to address the research aim, there are limits
in the applicability. The framework is not specific enough to be used for implementation of a CLM
in a specific case. For this, it must be adapted to the objectives, culture and organizational structures
of the corporation that seeks to implement the integration. Furthermore, the process framework
may be illustrated more detailed, especially regarding aspects of controlling, which are currently
not implemented.
In a next step, the framework can be reflected on a case study, researching possibilities of
application to practice on a specific company. For this, the structures, culture, objectives and
stakeholders must be considered, as well as the manifestation of the companies CSR and HRD
elements. If the theoretical adaption seems to be purposeful, a real implementation of the integration
and related CLM will be interesting to evaluate, to gain insights on practical problems, opportunities
and benefits not yet considered. A practical implementation will also include the design of specific
CLM. Thereby the integration and conceptual framework might be improved and specified.
Besides a case study, an expert rating on the applicability prior to the research on a case study
might result in insights regarding the improvement of aspects of the integration or the conceptual
framework. Another beneficial approach will be a qualitative evaluation among employees as potential
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stakeholders, on how relevant the issue of LL is recognized, to derive conclusions about the relevance
of this issue for CSR.
Some corporations may be more suitable for practical implementation of the proposed integration.
This may at first be determined by the size of the company, depending on the amount of resources for
both CSR and HRD areas. Secondly, the branch of a company may be important, for commercial and
service oriented companies have other educational needs and possibilities than industrial/technical
firms. In this context, it may furthermore be useful for corporations covering both areas, commercial
as well as industrial/technical, because of their size, to train employees of industrial/technical parts of
the corporation in commercial parts and by this using already existing structures of further education
and advanced training.
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